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Abstract  

The aim of this thesis is to study different types of jitter measurement methods and to make 

comparison between them. With this purpose, a literature study was performed by searching 

in different databases. 

The explored databases include: a) Recent research articles in jitter measurements appearing 

in IEEE xplorer with published date posterior to 1998, b) Application notes and white papers 

from leading companies as Agilent and Anritsu. 

 In this study it is shown that the research method presented in [20] has more accuracy 

compared to ITU standard method due to that an specific signal from PDH is measured 

directly while no specification to test equipment is need it. In case of the measurement of 

aperture uncertainty on ADC it is shown that the research method in [21] has more accuracy 

compare to IEEE standard methods because it removes quantization error and amplitude noise 

from measurement while does not need any frequency information.   
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1 Introduction 

Jitter causes digital communication’s quality to be reduced, as bit error ratio (BER) decreases 

.  To obtain better digital communication (lower BER) it is important to evaluate and reduce 

jitter effects on a system. Jitter can negatively affect a device by changing both the clock 

signal and the signal traveling through this device. 

Jitters source to clock signal can be due to thermal noise and jitters source to data signal can 

be clock jitter or channel bandwidth limitation in communication system. In digital 

technology, timing relationships between clock signal, input signals and output signals are 

crucial.  Deviation of this timing creates error in data transfer called jitter. In digital 

communication, data is included through a sequence of 0’s and 1’s flowing from a transmitter 

to a receiver. In modern digital communication the transmission interface includes copper, 

fiber or air. According to [1], communication systems are designed for maximum through_put 

and minimum errors. 

To evaluate the amount of the error, Bit Error Ratio (BER) quantity is used. Jitter of incoming 

signal  in a digital communication system causes malfunction of the Clock and Data Recovery 

(CDR) circuit in receiver resulting in bad sampling time of the data and this bad sampling 

causes bit errors. This phenomena states that jitter causes error in data being received [1]. 

This error occurs when the timing of a signal transition changes position horizontally in 

relation to the sampling point. 

The effect of jitter depends on the data rate. According to Ishibe [2] jitter generation is 

determined to be less 0.1Unit Interval (UI) for error-free communication for 10G byte/s and 

40G byte/s on 10G and 40G networks for 4 to 80MHz. It is then important to minimize jitter 

in the clock signal so that the clocking device can start error-free transfer of information. 

Analyzing of clock jitter becomes important when data rates have increased. As is well 

known in high-speed serial data links, a clock jitter can be one source of data jitter at the 

transmitter, in the transmission line, and finally at the receiver. 

This thesis discusses the different types of jitter. It also describes the different ways to 

measure jitter.   
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1.1 Literature Study Method 

A literature study aims to collect previous research on jitter and its effects on the 

communication system. This thesis covers as database for the literature study application 

notes of leading companies as Agilent, Anristu and Rohde & Schwarz are searched, two 

standards that means  ITU_T standard and  IEEE standard for digitizing waveform recorders, 

and peer review publications.  

The key words used were jitter, jitter measurement, jitter random measurement. Selection 

criteria were that the articles in IEEE Xplore would be from 1998..  

1.2  Background 

According to [3] jitter has two definitions, an analog and a digital one. In the analog form, 

jitter is a phase noise or a phase offset that continually changes the timing of a signal: 

                                                S(t) = P(t + ϕ(t))                                                                     (1)            

Where S(t) is the jittered signal waveform, P(t) is the undistorted waveform, and ϕ(t) is the 

phase offset. This definition is mostly used in the analysis of analog waveforms like clock 

signals. 

In the digital form, clock jitter has two definitions according to [4]. These definitions are dealt 

with in this section. The 1/0 and 0/1 transitions of the signal are important to be observed 

because in this moment the jitter occurs.  

There are different ways to transmit the bit stream  in digital communication system.  One 

way applied in the first definition of jitter   is to send  Non-Return-to-Zero(NRZ) data stream 

without clock signal, the clock signal at the receiver is created by the use of a  CDR circuit. 

The process  recovering the clock signal from data signal in receiver side is called CDR. 

The definition of clock jitter  is indicated in  Equation (2) and Figure 1. 

          nnn Tt                                                                                      (2) 
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Figure 1: it describes n (jitter) in receiver with CDR[4]. 

 

Where nt are significant instants, that mean every time the actual signal crosses threshold line 

and are detected by the receiver and nT are sampling points. Those are then the sampling points 

created by the CDR.  n  is as known as the timing clock jitter. 

 

Another type of jitter called cumulative jitter is described in Equation (3) 

 
mTtmm                       (3) 

where mt are significant instants, or the sampling points and mT are ideal position in time as 

an integer of multiples of bit period T.  m  is known as cumulative jitter or phase jitter. These 

are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Phase jitter in the case when having constant period T all the time [4]. 

 

The sequence of bit in the data stream is called data pattern t ex if a logic 1 is surrounded by logic 0   

.Inter-symbol interference (ISI) is a jitter depended on data pattern. Nelson [5] says “it is important 

to understand how each instrument derives its jitter result, including hardware limitation, 

software implementation, and algorithm and jitter theory”. This work focuses  on digital jitter. 
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1.3  Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to overview different jitter measurement methods. The study divides  

the measurement methods between standard methods and research methods. The thesis 

compares the proposed methods in recent research publications and the ones found in 

standards in force.   

The final aim of measuring jitter is to minimize BER affected by this. There are different 

jitters on instruments and devices and these jitter types show up in different ways and also 

affect in different ways.   

 

1.4  Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided in three main chapters. 

Chapter 2 describes different ways to analyze jitter. It includes the description of a time 

domain and frequency domain analyses. Also mentioned, are two different tools for those 

purposes. 

Chapter 3 describes different type of jitter appearing in system and their relationship to each 

other. 

Chapter 4 describes difference standard methods to measure jitter in system. 

Chapter 5 describes two actual researching methods to measure jitter in system.  
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2 Performance Metrics 

The aim of measuring jitter is to minimize BER affected by this. There are different jitters on 

instrument and device and these jitters show up in different ways and also affect in different 

ways.   

 

Jitter can be analyzed in the time domain (amplitude jitter versus time), the modulation 

domain (radians versus time, phase versus time, and time versus time), and the frequency 

domain (amplitude of jitter components versus their frequency, or analysis of phase 

modulation sidebands) according to  [6]. The main reason to analyze jitter is to minimize the 

BER and to obtain error-free system. 

Signal metrics: 

The BER [7] is the ratio between the number of bit errors and the total number of bits 

transferred during a studied time interval. BER is a unitless performance measure and 

expressed in percentage. 

Root Mean Square (RMS)  is the square root of  the average of the squares of the original 

values of a set of values. The RMS of a set of n values nxxx ,...,, 21  is defined by the formula 

below: 

                                                                             (4)  

Jitter metrics:              

Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) is interference of one bit to the next bit due to filtering or 

multipath propagation on receiver side. Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD) is jitter created by 

offsetting of a normal signal. These concepts  are further described in Section 3.2.2 

Bounded Uncorrelated Jitter(BUJ) is jitter that has bounded Gaussian distribution described in 

section 3.2.1 

Unit Interval (UI) is a quantity used to define jitter amplitude and is equal to Tj (jitter 

amplitude (phase deviation) in time) divided to To (one bit period) according to [8]. 

 0T

T
UI J          (5) 
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2.1  Jitter Analysis in Time Domain 

Jitter has been studied in time domain by the eye diagram and histograms or the Bert scan. 

2.1.1  Eye diagram 

 Eye diagram represents data signal or clock signal in two-dimensional X versus Y that 

statically represent the time and amplitude of a digital signal according to [7,9]. As it is shown 

in Figure 3. 

The time axis is normalized for 2 bits (2 UI), the  “eye opening” in the center of the display 

has 1UI and ½ UI to the left and right of the center eye for showing rise/fall-time transitions. 

By the condition of eye opening, it is possible to see how much the jitter (tx ISI) affects the 

data signal. If the signal has ISI the eye opening gets closer in eye diagram.  This event is 

dependent on how much ISI affects data signal. Eye diagrams are usually made using Time 

sampling oscilloscopes. Figure 3 shows a typical Eye diagram   

 

 

 

Figure 3: Eye diagram with definition of terms  

 

 A clock signal affected by jitter can be expressed by the equation below [4], 

 
))(2sin())(()( 0 ttftVVtVreal c                        (6) 

V is the amplitude noise term (Amplitude Modulation (AM)) and )(t is phase noise term 

((Phase Modulation (PM))),  PM  can cause jitter. In time domain analysis, it is possible to 

perform Random jitter (RJ)/Deterministic jitter (DJ) analysis. It is a relatively new 

technique[4,6] for analyzing timing jitter, by this technique it is possible to separate a signal’s 

aggregate total jitter into random and deterministic components.  
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2.1.2  The Bert Scan (Bathtub) 

Other common jitter measurement technique is the Bert scan. It measures BER as a function 

of the sampling point’s time position. It’s graph is called “bathtub plot”. This analysis is 

described in [6] and [4] and it is mentioned that this method is used when CDR is used in 

receiver. In this case CDR determines the position of a sampling point and this means that the 

sampling point is not a fixed point because it moves. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: this shows input signal and output signal of receiver and CDR’s roll to determine 

position of sampling point [4]. 

 

When the sampling point is at or near the transition points, the BER is in the worst case, 0.5 

(equal probability for success or failure of a bit transmission). That means BER is high at this 

point and deterministic jitter is dominating.  

The transition point is the point at which the signal crosses a transition threshold and sampling 

point is the point in voltage and time where the signal is interpreted by the receiver as logic 0 

or logic 1which is dependent on the transition point. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Shows that in the second row the received signal has transition point at sampling 

point and this is interpreted as logic 1 instead for logic 0 by the receiver [6]. 

 

Bit Error Ratio Testers (BERTs) such as Agilent’s 86130, 71612C, and 81250 can also be 

used for jitter analysis by measuring the BER as a function of the sampling point position as 

shown in Figure.4, BER(t), by this it is able to separate RJ and DJ. 

The BERT Scan method analyses jitter in the time domain.  A bathtub plot provides us the 

way to separate RJ and DJ. 

Bathtub plot can be created by Bit Error Ratio Testers tool (BERT) and by bathtub plot it is 

possible to separate RJ/DJ. It is the only instrument available today that can directly measure 

any TJ peak-to-peak values. 

 

 

2.2  Frequency Domain Analysis 

Traditionally it is possible to analyze a clock signal and a data signal in frequency domain.  

This analysis mathematically and theoretically is described in [4]. The power spectrum of the 

signal affected by jitter given in Equation(6) is  

 
   2

0

2
))(2sin())(()()( tfttVVFtVFfS REAL                          (7) 

)(tVREAL  is time domain of clock signal. 

For an ideal signal without jitter, where 0)( t   the spectrum would provide a delta-function 

spike according to the formula below: 

                                                              )()( RfffS                (8) 
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By using Spectrum Analyzer, signal can be analyzed in frequency domain. Figure 6 shows 

display of spectrum analyzer for signal with jitter measured in frequency domain. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Signal with jitter in frequency domains displayed by spectral analyzer [4]. 

 

DJ can be analyzed for its spectral contents in the frequency domain. The phase noise analyzer is able 

to analyze clock signal’s phase noise without clock signal. This is shown in Figure 7. Clock phase 

noise spectral is derived from the phase spectral density, )( fS , as Equation(7). The phase noise term 

is  equal to cfff  where f  is frequency of the clock signal  including phase noise, cf  is 

frequency of carrier, that means frequency of the clock signal without phase noise.  

To analyze only clock signal’s noise in frequency domain, a phase noise analyzer is supplied with 

phase detector to remove the carrier that means cfff  .  

 

 

Figure 7: The phase noise of a clock signal in the phase-noise frequency domain by phase noise 

spectral analyzer [4]. 
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There are two ways to evaluate jitter on data signal in frequency domain. One way is by using 

spectral analyzer, another way is by use of real time oscilloscopes. A spectral analyzer can 

only measure jittered clock signal. But by using CDR to input of spectral analyzer data signal 

can be converted to clock signal and thus analyzed. However this setting has a disadvantage, 

it is bandwidth limited due to the use of CDR. However, according to [11] RJ can easily to be 

distinguished from  DJ in frequency domain analysis because RJ always appears as noise 

floor. 
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3  Classification Of Jitter 

Jitter can be divided into two main groups: RJ and DJ [8]. DJ has three subdivisions: PJ, Data 

Dependent Jitter (DDJ) and Bounded Uncorrelated Jitter (BUJ). Subdivisions to Data 

dependent Jitter are Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD) and ISI. This classification of jitter is 

highlighted in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: 1total jitter and its components[1]. 

3.1 Total jitter 

According to the definition in [4, 8] the combination of a RJ and a DJ is called Total Jitter 

(TJ) and this is shown in Figure  8. 

 Total jitter can be related to BER, called Total Jitter at a Bit Error Ratio, TJ (BER). TJ (BER) 

is the eye closure (how much the eye get closed in a standard eye-diagram measurement) 

which is the width of the eye(T=period of a bit) minus the eye opening . The bigger TJ (BER) 

is  the longer the eye closure. This is depicted in Figure 9. 
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Scan the sampling point  

Figure 9:  A bathtub is shown (picture below) and is relationship with Eye diagram (picture 

above) [4]. 

 

3.2 Deterministic Jitter 

In [12] is mentioned  “DJ can be divided into data dependent pattern and non-data dependent 

pattern“. In Figure 10, an individual edge of the data signal in data dependent pattern jitter is 

shown. Each edge deviated from their ideal location contribute to jitter. Depending on the 

data pattern, some edges in the serial pattern will always be shifted to the right of their ideal 

location (positive timing error), while other edges will always be shifted to the left of their 

ideal location (negative timing error) described by  [13].  

Deterministic jitter is determined by measuring the distance between mean value of the 

earliest edge and the latest edge as is shown in Figure 10. In [4] is mentioned “One reason for 

calling it deterministic jitter is because of its ability to predict accurately the jitter of each 

edge if you know everything about the system. DJ is usually caused by a systematic problem 

in your high-speed digital design. This is why DJ is some time called systematic jitter”. 
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Figure 10: deterministic jitter peak to peak value by spacing between mean values of 

“earliest” and ”latest”  is highlighted [1] 

 

 

A form to characterize DJ is using a PDF (probability density function). Besides it is a 

deterministic process. According to [8,11] RJ has Guassian shape PDF but any form 

of DJ has a different shape of PDF. In the left side of Figure 11 it is PDF of BUJ and 

in the right side it is PDF of Sinusoidal Jitter (SJ). 

 

In [4] is mentioned “the property of DJ and it’s different definition value from RJ. DJ 

is defined by peak-to-peak value indicated as DJ (p-p)”. 

 

Figure 11: Deterministic jitter shape as a bounded distribution[4,8].   
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DJ has different sub-components including Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD), ISI, and PJ as it is 

shown in Figure 8. PJ is a non-dependent data jitter but DDJ consists of ISI and DCD and is a 

data dependent jitter. 

3.2.1 Non Data Depended Deterministic Jitter 

Non data depended Deterministic jitter includes PJ and BUJ. Those are described in separate 

sections below. 

1 Periodic jitter 

Jitter can be defined as PJ if it displaces the timing of rising and falling edges of signal with a 

periodic pattern. The PJ can be a sinusoidal signal modulating the phase of the ideal clock or 

data signal. This phenomena at the same time, can also be called  SJ. This definition is 

brought up in [1]. Figure 12 shows how this sinusoidal signal affects the ideal clock signal. 

 

Figure 12: Third row is the sinusoidal jitter affecting the first row signal (ideal signal) 

and second row is a result of the effect of jitter on ideal signal [1]. 

 

According to [12] Cross-talk, signal coupling, or EMI typically can be a source of PJ. In most 

cases, the source of PJ does not have time relationship with the serial data signal. The best 

tool to identify the presence of PJ is usually the jitter spectrum display. 
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2 Bounded Uncorrelated Jitter  

Bounded Uncorrelated Jitter (BUJ) has bounded Gaussian distribution that means Gaussian 

distribution with limited bandwidth (without any tail)[14] as is shown in Figure 13. This is 

why it can be specified by a peak -to-peak value. It should be noted that sometimes it is called 

bounded RJ. It can be created by filtering a Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) data 

stream.  

 

 

Figure.13: bounded Gaussian distribution (Gaussian distribution without any tail)[15]. 

 

3.2.2 Data Depended Deterministic Jitter  

Data depended Deterministic Jitter includes ISI and DCD. Those are described in separated 

sections below and it is also shown in Figure 8. 

1 Inter-Symbol Interference  

ISI is a data dependent jitter. It means it correlates with data pattern and frequency. Data 

dependent pattern refers to a single bit with an opposite state to the surrounding bits like 

stream pattern “010”. If this condition occurs this single bit’s rising/falling edge will be 

affected and then it continues to interfere with the next bit´s rising/falling edge. 

The reason for ISI jitter is bandwidth limitations due to filter or loss in the transmission media 

(channel) as it is shown is Figure 14. In this case when‘1’bit is surrounded by ‘0’s bits, ISI 

causes a shortening of this bit in time and amplitude (trace 3 in Figure 14), because there is 
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not enough time for the signal to reach 100% before the next transition occurs according to 

[1]. 

It leads the eye to get closer in the eye diagram. 

 

 

Figure 14:Trace(edge)1 shows the transition from state1 to state 0 , trace2 shows the 

transition from state0 to state 1 and trace3 is a data bit, ZI is cable and RC circuit is a filter 

[1].  

2 Duty Cycle Distortion  

 Offsetting a normal signal, DCD can be created. There are two kind of DCD: positive offset 

or negative offset. The difference between them is the length of logical 1 and logical 0 

according to [14]. The positive offset DCD is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Compare between ideal signal and signal with DCD jitter due to positive offset 

[14]. 
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3.3 Random Jitter 

RJ is a noise affecting the crossing point of clock signal. It is characterized by the Gaussian 

distribution and is defined by the standard deviation .  
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4 Standard Measurement Method 

This chapter covers the standards cased in practice to characterize the jitter. Section 4.1 

describes ITU standards and Second 4.2 covers IEEE Standard for Digitizing waveform 

recorders. The high speed data transmission system required in modern digital communication 

systems can be addressed by measuring jitter. By ITU standard mentioned in this chapter a 

test your system ability to create jitter or gain jitter. ITU Standard O.171[15]is presented 

specification for instrumentation with main equipments include a jitter measurement circuit 

and a test signal source and  three measurement methods addressed in Section 3.1 for 

Plesionchronous Digital Hierarchy [PDH]. PDH is a transmission system. This standard is 

chosen due to an extensive application of this transmission system in telecommunication 

system.   

 By IEEE standard mentioned in this chapter it is possible to measure jitter in a set of 

recordings data. It gives opportunity to improve data quality after that. One of the reasons to 

choose this standard is ability to measure jitter caused by ADC application in the receiver 

side. Method in Section 4.2.1 has disadvantage because of quantization error is not removed 

from timing jitter measurement, this drops measurement accuracy.  

This chapter covers 5 methods according to Table 1. 

 

Table1: different standard methods and their referred name 

Method Reference Method Standard 

ITU-1 Output Jitter ITU 

ITU-2 Jitter tolerance ITU 

ITU-3 Jitter Transfer ITU 

IEEE-1 General Test Method to 

Determine an Upper Bound of 

Aperture Uncertainty method 

IEEE 

IEEE-2 Alternate Test Method To 

Determine An Upper Bound Of 

Aperture Uncertainty 

IEEE 
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4.1 ITU Standard  

These standard methods are assigned by International Telecommunication Union      for 

standardization for telecommunication sector (ITU_T).  According to [16] there are three 

kinds of measurements defining the jitter performance of a transmission system which are 

shown in Figure 16 and are explained in detail below. To apply these methods, specification 

of instrumentation must be taken into consideration gaining thus accuracy in the 

measurement. This specification includes using of certain type of input signal and its data rate 

and specification of the jitter tolerance related to measurement circuit. These limitations make 

this standard less applicable in certain area.    

 

Figure 16: three kind of measurement (output jitter, jitter transfer, jitter tolerance) [16]. 

4.1.1 Output Jitter (ITU-1) 

Output jitter is a measurement of jitter out of system. It includes two parts: it could be 

performed within equipment which is called jitter generation or intrinsic jitter or can be built 

up when signal travel through a system. In this section, jitter generation (intrinsic jitter) will 

be addressed. Jitter generation is measured in UI and its RMS or peak to peak in UI can be 

computed. 

The measurement technique configuration of ITU-1 is shown in Figure 17. According to what 

mentioned before, specification for signal type and jitter measurement circuit showed is taken 

into consideration.   In ITU-1 technique first jitter from Equipment Under Test (EUT) is 

demodulated (extraction of jitter from output signal from EUT by jitter measurement circuit), 
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selectively filtering the jitter and computing the true RMS or true peak to peak amplitude 

(IUp-p) of the jitter [15]. If measurement of IUp-p exceeds 100mUIp-p, then this jitter causes 

error at input of system [16] according to ITU-T standard.  By using the optional spectrum 

analyzer it is possible to make observation of the output jitter frequency spectrum. This 

spectrum is used to calculate RMS or IUp-p amplitude of the measured jitter [16].  

 

Figure 17: ITU-1 technique configuration [15]. 

4.1.2 Jitter tolerance (ITU-2) 

The method that is jitter tolerant can be performed by adding SJ in the input of device under 

test (DUT) .This procedure is made by increasing the jitter amplitude in each jitter frequency 

until transmission errors are detected. This gives a template tolerance to understand which 

boundary the equipment can tolerate jitter without causing too much degradation in the BER 

of the communication system [15]. In Figure 18 the relationship between actual jitter in input 

of equipment and its corresponding template tolerance is shown. If actual jitter crosses this 

template line and goes under this line this jitter causes error in the output of equipment. 

This degradation of error performance can be expressed in term of BER penalty [15].With 

BER penalty criteria it means that the amplitude of jitter at a given frequency of jitter causes 

duplicating of BER degradation.  
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Figure 18: template line is used to determine if the actual jitter is cause error or not   by 

compare between template line and actual jitter [15]. 

 

4.1.3 Jitter Transfer (ITU-3) 

The ratio between output and input measured jitter of the equipment is defined as jitter 

transfer and by this quantity we can estimate how much jitter is being gained in equipment. If 

this relationship is a linear process that means it is both additive and homogeneous therefore 

this term can be used. Jitter transfer characteristic uses a mask like jitter tolerance mask, in y 

axis shows jitter gain, in x axis shows jitter frequency, this mask (template) is shown in 

Figure 19. The jitter gain is shown in this template.  If this gain is below the mask, then the 

jitter is acceptable. If this measuring gain is above the mask, then it is unacceptable. Such 

large jitter gain causes degradation of the BER in the communication system. This gain can be 

dependent on the clock recovery circuit bandwidth of equipment (jitter measurement circuit of 

instrumation) or Desynchronizer phase-smoothing circuit.(  

 By using spectrum analyzer with a tracking oscillator output we can determine the input jitter 

frequency and amplitude while making a narrow.-band measurement of the output jitter [15].  
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Figure 19: Template line (mask gain) is used to determine if the actual jitter gain exceeds the mask 

gain. If it occurs, this jitter causes error on system [16]. 

 

 

 

4.2 IEEE Standard for Digitizing Waveform Recorders 

In IEEE standard for digitizing waveform recorder, IEEE std 1057-2007 [17], two traditional 

kinds of measurement techniques are presented. These two kinds of methods are called:  

General test method to determine an upper bound of Aperture Uncertainty and alternate test 

method to determine an upper bound of Aperture Uncertainty called IEEE-1 and IEEE-2, 

respectively, in the rest of the thesis. IEEE-1 is a biased method when quantization error is significant 

due to including quantization error in measuring of jitter. IEEE-2 tackles this problem. Because of 

quantization error is removed from measuring of jitter. Both methods are used to measure aperture 

uncertainty in ADC. 

4.2.1 General Test Method to Determine an Upper Bound of Aperture Uncertainty 

(IEEE-1) 

According to the description of this method in [18], a sine wave signal is applied to input of 

acquisition system ((Analog to Digital Converter ( ADC) system)). The acquired signal can be 

expressed according   Equation (9A) 

 iiiiaai qntfACz  ])(2cos[ 
                        (9A)

 

in is amplitude nose , i  represents jitter , iq  is the quantizer effect and C, A,  af and    are 
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the parameters of the sine wave. 

 A sine wave fit (9B) is applied to the sampling signal. 

 
)2cos( aiaaaai tfACy  

          (9B)  

 

 After that the residuals r (error of every sample instant) are calculated. Residual means the 

difference between every instant of the fitted sine wave and the actual signal.  

 

(10A) 

 

 

The residuals units are changed to units of time by dividing the residuals by the derivative of 

the fitted signal sample by sample. 

 

)2sin( aiaa

i

ai tfA
dt

dy
                 (10B) 

 

 

aiy  is fitted signal  and
i

ai

dt

dy
 is derivative of  fitted signal, index i is sample,

i

ai

dt

dy

r
 is the 

residual by unit of time. 

By collecting and averaging point by point of a series of such time residuals of record you can 

now calculate the mean of the all averages. Number of records (n) determines number of 

averages and this number of records is limited.  The fixed error value of each sample time can 

be obtained by calculating the deviation of the average from the mean. Jitter can be estimated 

by calculating rms value of the fixed error for difference time (difference average) from mean.  

4.2.2 Alternate Test Method To Determine An Upper Bound Of Aperture Uncertainty 

(IEEE-2) 

 Alternate test method to determine an upper bound Aperture Uncertainty is applied to 

compute the amount of jitter in ADC equipment.  The procedure [19] of this test is started by 

applying a low-frequency sine wave af  to the input of ADC. The mathematic form of this 

wave is  

 

aiai yzr 
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)2cos()(   tfACty aa                        (11)

 

Where C, A and  are the sine wave offset, amplitude and initial phase. Then this signal is 

quantized by a given number of samples M. 

Voltage after quantization can be expressed as below 

 

 iiiiaai qntfACz  ])(2cos[ 
          (12)

 

in is amplitude nose , i  represents jitter and iq  is the quantizer effect. 

Here it assumes that the quantization error is independent of the stimulus signal. 

After that the sine wave which best fits the acquired signal is determined.  The voltage of 

fitted signal (ideal sampling signal that means without jitter and quantizer error and amplitude 

noise) is obtained according below: 

 
)2cos( aiaaaai tfACy             (13) 

The mean square difference between  the voltage of the acquired signal and voltage of the 

fitted sine wave is obtained 

 

2

1

)(
1

ai

M

i

aia yz
M

mse  


                   (14) 

      

 

 

This process is repeated on to another sine wave with frequency bf . First this signal is 

quantized  

 iiiibbi qntfACz  ])(2cos[ 
 (15)

 

 

After that the acquired fitted sine signal is obtained 

 
)2cos( bibbbbi tfACy  
 (16)

 

The mean square difference (rms ) between those two quantities is computed 

 

2

1

)(
1

bi

M

i

bib yz
M

mse  


               (17) 

 

By using the estimator below The ADC jitter standard deviation is estimated. 

 
ab

ab
t

fffA

msemse









2
                             (18) 
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This estimator shows how much the ADC in the experiment produces jitter. To get correct 

result condition ab ff    must to be met. It is shows this method is independence of quantizer 

error and amplitude noise. In the following this method is referred as IEEE2.  
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5 Recent Search Jitter Measurement Method 

Aim of this section is to present recent research methods in jitter measurement in comparison to 

standard methods. These research methods are presented in difference papers.  Subsection 5.1 presents 

a new method overcome the limitation existed in ITU-T standard regarding to measuring of jitter in 

digital system based on PDH. This new method offers    several advantages including non sensitive to 

input signal shape to EUT and more accuracy due to non dependence on CDR circuit and no need to 

specify test instrumentation.  In subsection 5.2 a different method to measure aperture uncertainty in 

ADC is described. This chapter covers two methods according to Table 2. 

Table 2: Research measurement methods 

Method name Method reference article 

number 

Method description 

Method A [20] To measure jitter in digital 

system based on PDH 

Method B [21] To measure aperture uncertainty 

in ADC 

 

5.1 Method A 

This method is carried out in six steps according to Figure 20. This method is explained in 

detail in the sequel. 
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Figure 20: Procedure flow of proposal method [20]. 
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In this method [20], digital signal processing algorithm is used to estimate jitter on a signal. In 

the first step as shown in Figure 20, input data signal is digitized. For this purpose a suitable 

acquisition system is used. Such a system must have: 1) time base stability that means no 

jitter will be added to the signal during digitization, 2) extending sufficiently the frequency 

bandwidth to avoid any distortion of the data edge 3) a sufficiently high sampling rate. 

 In the second step the actual bit rate is estimated. In order to estimate the actual bit rate, the 

amplitude spectrum is obtained by use of a Fast Four Transform (FFT). The bit rate is defined 

as below 

 

 

 

 




















3

3

3

3

.

ji

ji

ji

ji

s

iA

N

f
iiA

Bitrate                      (19) 

  

][iA  denotes array of amplitude spectrum(a set of data signal’s amplitudes), sf denotes the adopted 

sampling rate, N is number of sampling points on which the FFT is evaluated. In the third step 

according to Figure 20, the estimated value of the bit rate is used to recover the binary 

information in the acquired data signal (according adopted code). In the fourth step, a 

reference jitter free data signal (Reference data signal edges as it mentioned in Figure 21) is 

created with the same binary stream. To do this we must evaluate a best –fit straight line (with 

jitter) of each rising edge of acquired (got) data signal according to Figure 21.  The slope of 

each rising edge is equal to the mean slope of the corresponding edge of the analyzed 

(acquired) data signal. Those evaluated slopes and the evaluated bitrate(as equation (19)) form 

the reference (jitter free) data signal. 
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Figure 21: Creation process of reference jitter free data signal and   the non uniform sampling 

of the jitter is shown (time interval between reference signals and acquired signals are not 

constant) [20]. 

 

To avoid jitter in the measurement process, the acquired data signal will be re-sampled by a 

suitable interpolation algorithm. In the fifth step according to Figure 20, the reference data 

signal will be synchronized with the first best fit rising edge of the data signal. Instantaneous, 

jitter measurement is performed by calculating the time shift between rising edge of a 

reference signal and an acquired data signal according to Figure 21. This evaluation is 

performed after the second straight fit line. In the sixth step, a suitable interpolation on jitter 

frequency   is performed to get uniform time interval that means to obtain a jitter frequency. 

In this method, both time domain jitter analysis to evaluate time shift and frequency jitter 

analysis to evaluate the amplitude spectrum to estimate of bit rate are applied.  

5.2 Method B 

This method [21] has three steps described in detail to measure aperture uncertainty. Those 

three steps are highlighted in Figure 22. One reason to suggest this approach is the ability to 

measure aperture uncertainty in ADC without involved of quantization error and differential 

non linearities’ effect, in other words without system error. Total noise includes differential 

phase noise, jitter-induced noise and voltage noise 

Description of these three steps is according to below: 

1. Double beat frequency technique. This eliminates system error and gives total voltage 

noise. 

2. Subtraction technique. This is used to eliminate synthesizers’ differential phase noise 

3. Two correction approaches are used to determine voltage and to extract jitter. 
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Figure 22: ADC jitter measurement block diagram [21] 

 

 The step 1: Elimination of system error and obtaining of differential phase noise plus total 

voltage noise. 

In this technique called Double beat frequency according to Figure 23 the full scale sine wave 

signal is used with frequency greater than half Nyqvist frequency and less than sample 

frequency. This frequency offset is also dependence on acquired signal in output of ADC 

which is changing 1LBS at the max slope. After determining of frequency offset, two cycles 

(periods) of input signal are sampled called two beat frequencies. By subtracting second 

period from first one by point by point the quantization error and differential non linearities 

are eliminated. 

 

Figure 23: Procedure of beat frequency technology [21] 
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According to Equation (20) the result is the amplitude of noise )( v  which is equal to jitter

))(( )( tJ RMS  modulated by slew rate of input signal )(
dt

dv
, 

 dt

dv
Jv rms .)(                (20) 

The amplitude of noise (total noise) is caused by differential phase noise, jitter- induced noise 

and voltage noise. This total noise versus sample is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Amplitude of noise (total noise )( v ) versus sample [21] 

 

 

 

 Step two: Elimination of synthesizers (two oscillators with same frequency) phase noise 

(phase delay)  
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Figure 25: It shows differential phase noise, timing jitter   and voltage noise due to these 

two reasons [21] 

 

According to Figure 22 two sampling channel are created (sampling channel with ADC A and 

ADC B) with same clock signal and same input signal. Differential phase noise of input signal

  is the difference between latest and earlier phase noises of input signal. By subtracting 

point by point the signal from sampling channel(A) of the signal from channel(B) the 

differential phase noise  is removed and  noise( total voltage Noise without caused by 

differential phase noise of input signal) due to the ADC itself is quadratically added. The 

removed differential phase noise was one reason to voltage noise. This phenomenon is shown 

in Figure 25. 

 

Step 3: Determining of voltage noise (caused by ADC ) and then extracting jitter. 

 

 This step has two parts. In the first part, RMS value of voltage noise is determined and in the 

second part, value of jitter is extracted. These two parts are indicated as correction A and 

correction B in Figure 26: 

 

Figure 26: It describes block diagram for step 3 [21] 

 

RMS noise determination 

Voltage noise due to ADC is equal to minimum slope of input signal. The minimum slope is 

show in Figure 27. For this reason, width of minimum slope signal is determined by 

calculating number of points at this level . This value of k is obtained by Equation (21) and 

this position is shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 27: It shows minimum slope of signal in minimum and maximum step [21] 

 












12

2
arccos

4 n

nN
k


                 (21) 

N is the number of acquisition points, n is the number of bits. 

 

Figure 28: It shows width of minimum slope k that is equal to voltage noise [21] 

 

By subtracting this voltage noise from total noise (noise without differential phase noise) the 

jitter- induced noise is obtained. 

Jitter extraction: Shape factor correction (correction B): 

In this operation first the original signal is derivated to get the slew rate. By dividing the jitter 

-induced noise by the slew rate the jitter is obtained. For this purpose Equation (20) is used. 

The jitter is a quadratic sum of the two ADC jitter. By using Equations (22, 23) value of every 

ADC jitter will be calculated. 

222
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6 Discussion  

In this thesis Measurement methods are divided in two main groups including standard 

methods (Section 4) and research methods which are presented in scientific articles (Section 

5). In ITU-Standard method represented in Section 4.1 tries to measure output jitter and 

tolerant jitter and transfer jitter with different technique methods. In this thesis one technique 

method is showed. The importance of these technique methods in ITU standard is to have 

jitter specification for test equipments as test sequence generator and jitter measurement 

circuit and to do this measurement test sequence generator must generate specific input signal 

to EUT. These specifications for test equipment and kind of input signal to EUT make these 

measurements less reliable. By knowing jitter template this measurement methods can be 

carried out fast. Different templates for different methods within this standard are shown in 

this thesis. 

IEEE standard method represented in Section4.2 is divided in two methods. First method is 

general test method to determine an upper bound of aperture uncertainty and second method 

is   Alternative test method to determine an upper bound of aperture uncertainty. To do first 

method of IEEE standard many records are needed to take and it takes long time to perform. 

This makes this measurement more complex. Aperture uncertainty obtained by this 

measurement includes Quantization error and amplitude noise. These disadvantages make this 

measurement method less reliable. In The second method of IEEE standard, two different 

frequencies of same sine wave are used to carry out the measurement. Condition between 

these two frequencies makes this measurement method more complex. But this method has 

advantage since quantization error and amplitude noise are removed from aperture uncertainty 

measurement. This improves the reliability of such method. 

Two research methods are described in Section 5. The method in [20] represented in Sec5.1 

has accuracy due to the output signal from this system directly is measured. This method is 

computationally complex. In the method in [21] represented in Sec 5.2 quantization error and 

amplitude noise are removed and we get aperture uncertainty with high accuracy. It is as well 

computationally complex. 
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Table3: Comparison between different measurement methods 

 

 

Measurement’s 

property 

complexity accuracy 

ITU standard 

method 

low due to it can be carried 

out fast 

low  due to the need of the 

specification to test 

equipment and the need of 

the specific input signal to 

EUT 

IEEE-1 

 

Very High due to the need  

of many records to be taken 

Low due to measurement’s 

result including quantization 

error and amplitude noise 

IEEE 2 High due to the need of two 

frequencies with offset 

High due to quantization 

error and amplitude noise  

are removed from 

measurement’s result 

method A High due to it needs  many 

operations 

High due to it measures the 

jitter signal directly and no 

need of specific input signal 

to EUT 

method B 

 

High due to it needs many 

operations 

High due to quantization 

error and amplitude noise are 

removed from 

measurement’s result 
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7  Conclusion         

 ITU standard Method and the method presented in [20] are both used to measure signal from 

PHD transmission system.  The method in [20] has more accuracy  because it does not need to 

have specification to the test equipment (as test sequence generator and jitter measurement 

circuit) and no does need to have specific input signal to PHD transmission system. Further 

more, all kind input signals to this system  are valuable. This comparison is discussed in 

chapter 6.  

 IEEE standard method and the method presented in [21] are both used to carry out 

measurement to aperture uncertainty on ADC. This comparison is highlighted in chapter 6.  

IEEE-1 has low accuracy because the measurement’s result includes quantization error and 

amplitude noise which were removed from result in the method presented in [21]. In the 

IEEE-2 the quantization error and amplitude noise are removed but certain frequency 

condition ( ab ff   ) must to be met to get high accuracy. This condition does not need to take 

into account in the method in [21]. 
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Appendix A 

Fitting sine wave to recorded sine wave data: 

Assuming the data record contains the sequence of samples ,..., 21 myyy taken at times mttt ..., 21 for 

frequency bf .Function for  fitted sine wave is: 

)2cos( bibbbbi tfACy    
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Finding values for  000 ,, CBA  using algorithm below 
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